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Revered as cultural melting pot and dotted with legendary wonders of architecture, Washington DC
is a place to witness the glory of America. Here are some of the best bets that mirror the
extraordinary grandeur of this entrancing capital of the utterly incredible country on the earth. 

Mount Vernon Estate

Immaculately sitting besides the serene Potomac River in Mount Vernon, Virginia, Mount Vernon
Estate, a 500-acre estate of George Washington and his family, boasts a spectacular 14-room
mansion and is furnished with artefacts dating from 1740's. Flaunting the remarkable panorama of
the river, the legendary estate is a must-see attraction for every traveller grabbing air tickets to
Washington. Visitors can take a stroll at the striking mansion and feast eyes on magnificent
interiors. The recently added museum makes for an apt launch pad for peeking into the life of first
president of America and his family.

U. S. Capitol

A visit to US Capitol truly pays off for the money spent on airline tickets to Washington. One of the
notable historic buildings in the city, U.S. Capitol is home to the House, Senate Office Building, U.S.
Botanic Garden, the Library of Congress buildings, the Supreme Court Building and the Capitol
Grounds. The splendid building epitomizes the neoclassical architecture of the 19th century and is
renowned as a prominent landmark of the country.

White House

Another enthralling, architectural wonder that shines on the itinerary of almost every holidaymaker
booking air tickets to Washington, White House is the oldest public edifice in the city.  The
outstanding building has been the home of every president except 

George Washington. The President formally receives guests at the Blue Room, the centre of the
State Floor of the White House and all the receptions are held in the East Room. The State Dining
Room, which can seat over 140 guests, is used for holding formal dinners with visiting heads of
state. White House tours are limited to group of 10 or more. It is imperative for international visitors
to contact their embassy in DC for enquiring about the White House tours.   

U.S. Treasury Building

The oldest departmental building in Washington, U.S. Treasury Building is the headquarter of United
States Department of the Treasury. The awe-inspiring building has been declared as the National
Historic Landmark of Washington and flaunts an implausible architecture. The sheer brilliance of the
buildingâ€™s design and the striking east colonnade running the length have always remain in highlight.
Historical buffs travelling on tickets to Washington can tour restored spaces such as the Burglar-
Proof Vault and the marble Cash Room and the Secretary of the Treasury during the Civil War and
the temporary office. No wonder, spending on oneâ€™s cheap flights tickets to Washington, D.C. is
definitely money well spent.

National Gallery of Art

Located in Constitution Avenue NW, Washington DC, the National Gallery of Art is a striking
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architectural wonder in the city. The gallery exhibiting an intriguing collection of fascinating
paintings, drawings, sculptures, medals and photographs is a true paradise for historical enthusiast
grabbing cheap airline tickets to the city. 
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